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* Food Storage * 

Month Six 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Food Storage plans are intended to feed one person for one 
year.  Here are the year's totals for all of the plans: 

 
The Bare Minimum  $500 total, monthly purchase avg.  $42 
Expanded Storage  $1870 total, monthly purchase avg. $155 
Gluten-Free Storage  $1017 total, monthly purchase avg.$85 

 
The Bare Minimum 

25 lbs popcorn/dent corn  $40 (50# yellow dent-honeyville) 
25 lbs white rice  $10 (costco) 
TOTAL $50 

Expanded Storage 
2 #10 cans powdered milk  $17.20  (lds cannery) 
2 boxes rennet/junket $4 (grocery-pudding aisle) 
1 32 oz bottle lemon juice $4.45 (Costco 2-pk) 
1 gallon vinegar $3.35 (Costco 2-pk) 
100 lbs hard red or white wheat  $45.80 (lds cannery) 
25 lbs white flour $8.85 (lds cannery) 
13 lbs baking soda $6 (costco) 
25 lbs dried beans or lentils $18 (lds cannery)  
12 15 oz cans tomato sauce  $12  (grocery store) 
12 6 oz cans tomato paste  $12  (grocery store) 
12 15 oz cans diced tomatoes  $12  (grocery store) 
6 32 oz cans spaghetti sauce  $20  (grocery store) 
TOTAL  $163.65 

Gluten-Free Storage 
100 lbs corn starch $116 (honeyville) 
TOTAL  $116 
  

* 72-Hour Kit * 
Month Four 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This month’s purchases: 
 1 Berkey Sport Water Bottle— 

ebay seller oneromaticrose $16 
Items on sale this month: 
 Datrex 4 oz water pouches— 

Emerg. Essentials (save $0.05 per pouch) 
 
 

* Spiritual Preparedness * 
Give Service 

 
 
 
 
 
 

When ye are in the service of your fellowman, ye are only in 
the service of your God. Mosiah 2:17 

Giving service requires selflessness. We cannot serve another 
without giving up something that rightfully belongs to us. Our 
time, our energy and our material wealth are ours to keep or to 
share. However, the first commandment, to Love God with all 
our hearts, is tied to the second commandment to love our 
neighbor. We cannot really love God without gaining an 
understanding of the importance of helping our fellow beings. 
There are so many ways to serve in this life. The most obvious 
is helping in our homes to make them a better place for our 
families. Then we can reach out to our friends and 
communities. Sometimes service requires physical labor and 
other times we just need to be still and provide a listening ear 
or a prayer.  
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Jesus was the best example of loving others and giving needed 
service. Part of that service was the message that he gave to 
his disciples and then left for us to follow. When Peter met the 
lame man at the entrance of the temple, he had no money to 
put in the man's cup. He said, “Silver and gold have I none; 
but such as I have give I thee.” He then blessed the man that 
he might have the ability to walk. Like Peter, we may not have 
everything we would like to give, but we have something to 
give.  
Heber J. Grant said, “The true key to happiness in life is to 
labor for the happiness of others. I pity the selfish man who 
has never experienced the joy which comes to those who 
receive the thanks and gratitude of the people whom they may 
have aided in the struggle of life.  It is a God-given law that in 
proportion to the service we give, in proportion to what we do 
in this Church and out of it—what we are willing to sacrifice 
for the Church and for those to whom we owe our loyalty 
outside of Church activity-- we shall grow in the grace of God 
and in the love of God, and we shall grow in accomplishing 
the purposes of our being placed here on the earth.” 

 
 

* Financial Preparedness * 
Build up Savings and Cash Reserve 

 
 
 
 
 
“We ought to have a little money laid aside in case of a rainy day.”  

Gordon B Hinckley, 2005 
One common misunderstanding is that preparedness is only 
for widespread, apocalyptic-type events.  While we know that 
these kinds of “great upheavals” will become more common in 
the last days, we also know that disruptive events occur even 
more commonly on a single-household basis.  Employment 
ends or changes for the worse, auto accidents occur, medical 
emergencies befall, major appliances fail, water pipes break, 
and things always seems to fall just outside the purview of 
insurance and warranty.  At these times, having adequate 
savings can mean the difference between peace in the midst of 
trial and facing immediate financial catastrophe. 
Shortly after our marriage, my husband and I felt prompted to 
save up for our Six Month Savings Fund.   
 We made a list of only our monthly essential needs and 

pared them down as much as we could For us, at the time, 
this was housing, electricity, telephone, water/sewer, 
insurance, diapers, 2 tanks of gas and a little fresh 
produce to supplement our food storage.  Multiply by six. 

 Pray!  My husband felt strongly that we should set a 
certain date to achieve our goal…a date by which it was 
mathematically impossible for us to reach our goal.  Our 
reaching our goal by that date was simply miraculous.  
Heavenly Father wants us to live providently and will 
bless our efforts!  Remember Nephi’s courage… 

 Keep your goal in sight.  Pray daily.  Purchase carefully.  
Be willing to sacrifice short-term wants for long-term 
blessings. 

 Once you achieve your goal (congratulations!), keep the 
money accessible.  It may be tempting to invest it 
somewhere your yield might be greater, but don’t risk 
your rainy day fund.  Keep it out of stocks, accounts that 

are uninsured or have long periods when you cannot 
access your money (such as retirement accounts and 
certificates of deposit).  

 Enjoy your new-found peace of mind.  Since then, we 
have known that whatever calamity may strike, we have 
six months of essential needs covered so we can address 
that problem rather than trying to figure out how to keep 
bills paid and a roof over our heads. 

Another important aspect of having money set aside is having 
Cash on Hand.  This is a bit controversial in some circles, but 
here are some reasons you should consider it: 
 If your purse, wallet or identity were stolen, you would 

likely need to freeze your accounts and credit cards for at 
least a couple of days while they issue you new cards, 
perhaps much longer if your case is complicated. 

 Severe weather, software problems and security issues 
can disrupt the daily operations of your financial 
institutions.  If your bank’s headquarters were just hit by a 
hurricane, computer glitch or hacker, you may face 
difficulties or delays in accessing your money. 

 Local power outages can also wreak serious havoc.  
Typically, ATMs will not work, credit and debit cards 
will be useless and checks may be particularly undesirable 
to merchants if they cannot verify funds or know when 
they will be able to deposit them. 

These are situations we are likely to face that make having 
available cash highly desirable.  You will need to determine 
how much.  Recommendations vary.  You should aim to have 
at least enough for three days’ worth of essential purchases.  
You may decide you would feel safer with a month’s worth of 
essentials, a month’s complete expenses including bills, or 
even more.  Once you have it, keep it safe.  You may wish to 
install a good, fireproof safe, or, if your finances do not allow 
that, search online for suggestions on hiding valuables in your 
home.  Here is just one page of ideas: 

http://lifehacker.com/5960300/the-best-places-to-hide-valuables-in-your-house 
 

 “Wherefore, be not weary in well-doing, for ye are laying the foundation of a great 
work. And out of small things proceedeth that which is great.”   D&C 64:33 
 

 
 *Equipment and Supplies * 

Feminine Hygiene 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   As this is a preparedness newsletter from the Relief Society, 
it has been requested that feminine hygiene be discussed.  A 
number of preparedness groups have put together lists of the 
first 100 products that disappear from store shelves during 
emergencies–feminine hygiene products (along with all other 
hygiene products) always make the list. 
   There is a growing segment of women that are changing the 
current practice of buying over-the-counter disposable 
feminine hygiene products for a number of reasons. Most of 
the reasoning involves cost, and environmental and health 
concerns.  Feminine products are getting more expensive as 
the price goes up but the product in the box decreases.  
Disposable diapers and feminine products take up a lot 
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of landfill space and do not decompose easily.  Recently a 
number of doctors have raised concerns about the chemicals 
used in these products and their connection with some health 
problems in women. 
   A number of companies on the internet have started retailing 
reusable pads. A couple of the sites follow:   
www.lunapads.com     and   www.gladrags.com    A Google 
search will bring up many more products.   Many of the 
responses to these products are positive, but a caution 
regarding washing.  Many of these are rather thick and take 
quite a while to dry leading to the concern that the dampness 
could give rise to bacterial growth within the layers of 
material.   For this reason the pattern below is of interest. It is 
not as expensive because you can make it yourself and it can 
be taken apart for cleaning and fast drying.  Check out this 
site:  
 https://sites.google.com/site/shewhorunsintheforest/0011.    
    The menstrual cup is a great product for some women.  
Again, check the internet. The Gladrags site above also 
answers questions regarding this type of protection.  
    This column cannot cover all the options available on this 
subject but it is important that we as women and mothers 
decide how we are going to prepare to handle all hygiene 
issues in our family.  Some women will store a year supply of 
hygiene products which is fine, as long as they don’t have to 
evacuate to another location.  In that case, reusable may be the 
way to go, less money to spend and less weight and space to 
store or carry.   If you would like a R.S. class on this subject 
please talk to Sister Rust or Sister Dayley. 

 
 

* Emergency and Disaster Response* 
Home Evacuation Plans--Part Two: The 1-Hr Plan--section C 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We complete our preparations for the 1-hour evacuation plan 
this month.  To-do items are in bold: 
Create a plan/checklist called “Secure Home”.  Learn how 
to do these things and purchase tools as needed.  Place a 
copy of list inside your empty “Additional Wealth” box 
and in your Evacuation Plans binder.  Your list may 
include: 
 Turn off gas and unneeded breakers.   
 Turn refrigerator to high—keeps food cold longer. 
 Turn off water heater.    
 Take steps to prevent pipes freezing if weather dictates: 

adjust thermostat, turn on taps, or turn off water heater 
and drain pipes 

 Flush toilets and take out trash 
 Lock windows & doors including garage.  Double check! 
 Create “Evacuated” signs for main and secondary 

entrances.  Without a sign, emergency personnel will use 
any means to rescue potential survivors.  Write legibly on 
a full sheet of paper “Everyone Evacuated. Nobody Home 
Here”, or the like.  If you wish, you may also include info 
such as a phone number where you can be reached or 
your destination address.  Secure in a Ziploc bag or 

otherwise waterproof and secure to your door(s).  Store 
sign and tape inside empty “Additional Wealth” box. 

Now you are ready to print up your complete 1-hour 
Evacuation Plan.  Keep a copy in your purse, tape one inside 
a kitchen or office cabinet and keep one in your evacuation 
plans binder.  Sample plan below: 
1. Sound the alarm.  Such as “Wildfire approaching! Come 

to the kitchen for instructions!” 
2. Communicate.  Begin with a family prayer.  Make sure 

children know what the plan is, and what is expected of 
them.  “We are leaving for Aunt Martha’s in 60 minutes.  
Complete A, B and C and then go sit in the car.”  Adults 
can divide up the rest of the list.  Also, contact your 
destination if possible, let them know you are coming, 
make a reservation, etc.   

3. Arrange to collect or meet up with family members 
who are not onsite.  If they will not return home, assign 
someone to fill their box according to their list. 

4. Prepare the vehicle.  Check fluids, tires, fuel.  Do a 
quick clean of interior and windows.  Adjust seating.  If 
applicable, hook up trailer or attach external carriers. 
Secure additional gas cans outside the body of the vehicle. 

5. Place 72-hour kits in vehicle. 
6. Place box of Important Documents in vehicle. 
7. Place box of Family Records in vehicle. 
8. Collect “Additional Wealth” on box list.  Place filled 

box in vehicle. 
9. Everyone fills their personal box with the items on their 

list and places box in vehicle.   
10. If there is time and space, collect additional “comfort 

items”, such as personal pillows, blankets and airbeds. 
11. Children take seats and buckle up.  An older child or 

adult stays with children. 
12. Go through your “Secure Home” checklist. 
13. Securely tape your “Evacuated” signs to your doors. 
14. Get into your car, say another family prayer and drive to 

your destination. 
 
 

* Home Production and Gardening* 
Water Bath Canning Basics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I learned to can as a young mom when we first moved to California. What a great thing 
to be able to take advantage of wonderful, fresh and  inexpensive fruit in season and set it 
aside for the months when everything in the store was mediocre, old and pricey!  Even at 
the end of marathon canning days when I was exhausted and my little-supervised kids 
had reduced my house to matchsticks (I have since learned to break it up—much better) 
there was always great satisfaction in surveying my stack of empty fruit boxes and my 
counters full of gleaming bottles of fruit. 
 

Water bath canning requires very little equipment to get 
started: 
 Good quality canning jars and lids—essential!  Don’t re-

use mayo or spaghetti sauce jars unless you are prepared 
to risk bad seals or broken jars.  You can get real canning 
jars at thrift stores, garage sales, from friends “retiring” 
from canning and, really, new ones aren’t very expensive. 
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 A canning kettle.  If you are just trying it out, use your 
largest lidded soup pot.  It just needs to hold enough water 
to completely cover your jars plus 2”.  A lift-able rack is 
helpful, but you can make do with a kitchen towel in the 
bottom of your pot. 

 Jar lifter—I wouldn’t want to can without one. 
 Canning funnel—optional, but may help keep your jar 

rims and counters a little cleaner. 
 A book on canning.  I like Stocking Up and Putting Food 

By.  I know many rely on the Ball Blue Book.  Just make 
sure it is post-1988 when many of the guidelines were 
changed.  Of course, the web can also be a great source of 
info if you find a reliable site. 

Basic instructions: 
 Water bath canning is only for high-acid foods—mainly 

fruits and pickles.  Modern tomatoes no longer make the 
cut.  Also, too many additional ingredients (thickeners, 
etc) can raise the pH of your food and make it unsafe for 
water bath canning.  Consult your book if you are not 
sure. 

 Start with good quality.  Fruit doesn’t improve with 
canning.  It should smell and taste good.  Skins must be 
well-washed or removed and bruises and other damage 
thoroughly trimmed. 

 Keep things clean.  Jars, lids and utensils should be 
sterilized.  The dishwasher is great for this, but lids should 
be boiled to pre-soften the sealing compound. 

 Prepare canning liquid and fill jars about 1/3 full before 
adding fruit—you will get fewer air pockets this way and 
reduce the risk of bruising your fruit when you drop it in. 

  Observe headspace directions!  Headspace is what they 
call the air at the top of the jar and it can vary widely 
depending on what you are canning.  Pour your canning 
liquid in to approximately the right depth, remove air 
pockets with a non-metal utensil (a chopstick or plastic 
knife will work) and then adjust as needed. 

 Wipe jar rims clean of fruit and liquid. 
 Apply lids and rings.  Make sure the jar rim is centered in 

the lid sealing compound.  Use a finger to hold it in place 
while you screw on the rings.  Tighten rings “fingertip 
tight”—that is as tight as you get it using just your 
fingers. as opposed to using your whole hand, jar wrench 
or male relative. 

 Lower jars carefully into hot water.  The jars are strong, 
but still glass.  Reduce and eliminate temperature and 
impact shocks as much as possible.  Position jars with 
space between for even heating and so boiling doesn’t 
cause them to rattle against each other. 

 Time from a full rolling boil with the lid on, a simmer is 
not hot enough. 

 When your timer rings, turn off heat, remove canner lid 
and wait for the boiling to stop.  You’ll be less likely to 
get splashed and your jars will be less likely to boil over 
as you remove them. 

 Remove jars without tilting and place on a kitchen towel 
somewhere they can remain undisturbed for 12-24 hours.  
Don’t allow jars to touch and keep away from drafts and 
vents for slow, even cooling. 

 After the jars are thoroughly cooled, carefully remove 
rings and check seals.  The lids should not move when 

gently pulled on or twisted and they will not flex up and 
down but remain slightly concave. 

 Wash and dry rings, label sealed jars, refrigerate unsealed 
jars and anticipate delicious, home-canned fruit in Winter 
and early Spring! 

 
 

* Cooking With Food Storage * 
No Knead Whole Wheat Bread and Everlasting Yeast 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chef Tess’ No Knead 4 Ingredient Overnight Wheat Bread 
 

4 cups hard wheat flour 
1 ½ tsp salt 

1/4 tsp instant yeast (or 1/2 tsp active dry yeast) 
2 cups water (under 110 degrees) 

 

Combine the ingredients in a 1 gallon food-grade bucket or a 
large 1 gallon bowl with a lid, just until everything is mixed 
and smooth. It takes about 20-30 turns by hand to get it all 
combined. Cover with a lid and keep covered 10-12 hours at 
room temperature until you're ready to bake bread. Once it 
has risen overnight you have two options. Form into bread (or 
rolls, cinnamon rolls, whatever) OR it can be kept in the fridge 
up to 7 days and warmed to room temperature to use for bread 
or pizza etc. It takes about 45 minutes to an hour to get it up to 
room temperature (70 degrees).  
Form into a loaf  and place on a lightly oiled baking stone or 
in an 8 inch loaf pan that has been greased. Allow to rise in a 
warm room until doubled, about 2 hours. Bake at 375 degrees 
35-40 minutes (meat thermometer will register 165 degrees or 
more). Enjoy!  
 

Everlasting Yeast Tutorial 
Save a small handful of above dough after rising and place in 
lidded container with ½ cup cool water.  Use to make a new 
batch of bread within 24 hours.  Dissolve lump in 2 ½ c water 
and complete recipe as above.  Alternatively, dough can be 
refrigerated after 24 hrs and used within a week as sourdough.  
(©2012 Chef Stephanie Petersen. All Rights Reserved. 
Reprinted with permission. www.cheftessbakeresse.com.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This newsletter is also available online at: 
http://prepareeveryneedfulthing.wordpress.com/ 
 
RS Counselor over Provident Living: Cami Rust 
Provident Living Committee: Jeanette Dayley, Heather Thompson, Brandy 
Hawkins, Stacy Mitchell, Marlene Fowler,  Ellen Lyman, Kit McDermed, 
Eileen Hendrickson 


